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Before We Start

• Comments are my own and do not 
constitute legal advice

• Only individually designed plans (IDP) will 
be discussed in presentation 

• FDL = Favorable Determination Letter
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Agenda

• History of FDLs
• Why you need an FDL
• What is changing
• What to do going forward
• Operational compliance
• Takeaways
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History Lesson

• 1954—District IRS offices issued determination 
letters (DL)

• 1974—ERISA passed and earlier DLs became 
ineffective; National IRS office started handling

• Submissions tied to legislation amendment deadlines

From Advisory Committee on Tax Exempt and Government Entities (ACT) June 9, 2010 Report

Year Legislation Number of DL Requests

1978 ERISA 200,000+

1986 TEFRA/DEFRA/REA 450,000+

1994 TRA 86 200,000

2002 GUST 225,000
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History Lesson

• 2001—IRS began to electronically store 
submission files, which facilitated their 
capability to review submissions from 
different IRS locations without passing 
paper between offices

• 2006—staggered cycle system began
• 2017—staggered cycles ended
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History Lesson
Staggered Cycles

Last 
Digit
EIN

Exceptions to EIN 
Rule Cycle 1st Submission 

Period
2nd Submission 

Period
3rd submission 

period

1 or 6
Controlled group 

or affiliated 
service group

A 2/1/2006‐
1/31/2007

2/1/2011 –
1/31/2012

2/1/2016 –
1/31/2017

2 or 7 Multiple
employer plans B 2/1/2007 –

1/31/2008
2/1/2012 –
1/31/2013 n/a

3 or 8 Governmental 
plans C 2/1/2008 –

1/31/2009
2/1/2013 –
1/31/2014 n/a

4 or 9 Multi‐employer 
plans D 2/1/2009 –

1/31/2010
2/1/2014 –
1/31/2015 n/a

5 or 0 Governmental 
plans E 2/1/2010 –

1/31/2011
2/1/2015 –
1/31/2016 n/a
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History Lesson

• Why eliminate staggered cycles?
– Unable to achieve goal of closing reviews 

within one year
– Staffing limits provide an average of only 

three hours review time per case
– Budget limits
– Need to determine best use of limited 

resources
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Why Do You Need an FDL?

• An FDL provides proof a plan meets IRS written 
requirements to receive tax exemption status. 

• Common reasons for FDL requests:
– M&A transactions
– Rollovers
– Plan vendors 
– Annual financial audit
– DOL and IRS audits
– Some correction submissions
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Why You Should Care

• Plan disqualification
– Employer loses tax deduction
– Participant

• Vested benefits become taxable
• Rollovers out of plan disallowed
• Rollovers into the plan become tainted
• No PBGC protection of defined benefit plans
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What is Changing?

• No more five-year cycle opportunities to 
apply for FDL 

• No more opportunities for IRS review of 
document compliance

• IRS will issue FDLs in limited cases under 
certain circumstances
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Examples of Changes
Before After

IRS “forced” regular checks on document 
compliance

Plan sponsor must self‐monitor to ensure 
document compliance

In case of IRS audit, had immediate proof 
of document compliance

In case of IRS audit, provide all timely 
adopted documents since most recent 
FDL  

FDLs can be applied for upon initial plan 
establishment, 5‐year cycle, and plan 
termination

FDLs can be applied for upon initial plan 
establishment and plan termination

FDL expiration date FDL expiration date eliminated; may rely
on most recent FDL for unchanged plan 
provisions, but will eventually be stale

IRS Cumulative List IRS Required Amendments List
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When to Apply For FDL

• New Plan (could include plans spun off 
from another plan)

• Terminating Plan
• Other Circumstances

– IRS will determine in the future what other 
events qualify
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What Can You Do?

• Monitor new legislation 
• Keep good records
• Develop in-house tools 
• Get outside help
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New IRS Tools

Required Amendments list
– Published annually
– Amendment deadline usually the second 

calendar year following the year in which the 
list is issued (unless noted otherwise)

https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/required-amendments-list

Year IRS Notice Amendment Deadline

2016 2016‐80 12/31/2018

2017 None 12/31/2019
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New IRS Tools

Operational Compliance List
– Updated as needed on IRS website
– Won’t include routine changes (such as cost-

of-living increases)
– Not intended to be comprehensive
– Resource: https://www.irs.gov/retirement-

plans/operational-compliance-list
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In-House Tools

• Develop Annual Checkup Process
– All required amendments have been adopted 

(changes in the law)
– All discretionary amendments have been 

adopted (plan sponsor design and operational 
decisions)

– Confirm plan documents and amendments are 
readily available
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In-House Tools

• Develop Ongoing Checkup
– When operational questions arise, first look to 

plan document for answer
– Keep plan document records, even if seem 

“too” old
• Executed plan documents and amendments
• Prior determination letters
• Resolutions adopting plans and amendments
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External Tools

• Periodic compliance review of documents 
by outside party
– Ensure experienced with FDL requirements
– Be willing to correct any identified problems

• Utilize external records management and 
retention systems
– Don’t assume plan vendors are doing this
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Keep in Mind

• A favorable determination letter (FDL) 
blesses the plan document, but not plan 
operation

• Operate the plan according to the terms of 
the document

• Plan disqualification can also occur due to 
operational errors
OPERATIONAL COMPLIANCE IS CRITICAL
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Keep in Mind

• IRS wants proof of internal controls
• Be ready in event of plan audit

When auditing a retirement plan, IRS begins by 
evaluating the plan’s internal controls to determine 
whether to perform a focused or expanded audit. In 
addition, if the IRS finds plan errors, the strength of 
internal controls is a factor in the negotiation of the 
sanction amount under the Audit Closing Agreement 
Program.
Resource: https://www.irs.gov/retirement-
plans/retirement-plan-operation-and-maintenance
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IRS Examples of Internal Control

• Compare salary deferral election forms with the amounts deducted from 
employees’ wages

• Verify the types of compensation used for allocations, deferrals and 
testing

• Check that plan service providers received accurate compensation and 
ownership records

• Monitor annual contribution and compensation limits
• Verify the validity of rollover contributions to the plan
• Verify that years of service were accurately determined for eligibility 

and vesting
• Verify marital status and spousal consent for plan distributions
• Ensure participants received required minimum distributions (including 

search for lost participants)
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Takeaways

• “Forced” IRS reviews going away
• Going forward, establish periodic self-

examination cycle for each plan
• Locate most recent FDL for each plan
• Confirm required and discretionary 

amendments are adopted timely
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Takeaways

• Keep executed documents (plus a back-up 
copy)

• Use plan document as first resource to 
answer questions

• Operate plan in compliance with plan 
document and with appropriate internal 
controls

• Resolve plan and operational conflicts and 
correct as needed
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Questions?
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